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Abstract. A Finsler metric of a manifold or vector bundle is defined as a
smooth assignment for each base point, a norm on each fiber space and thus
the class of Finsler metrics contains Riemannian metrics as a special subclass. The geometry of complex Finsler manifold has been developed by [7].
In complex Finsler manifolds, the study of theory of curvatures has been an
active field of research over past few decades. In the present article, our main
purpose is to discuss some techniques of decomposition for the well known
i
Cartan’s first curvature tensor Sjkh
. Moreover, we attempted to establish
few significant results that may produce vital connections between complex
Finsler and complex Einstein’s manifolds. Also, by adopting the techniques
of decomposition, various cases and conditions have been developed and their
advantages in the study of theory of relativity & cosmology have been pursued.

1. Introduction
Since the explanation of various physical systems and Mathematical devices is
much more concerned with the utilization of numerous algebraic quantities involved
in the illustration of geometrical phenomenon and states in which they occur, it
is mandatory to put forward the ideas of such basic algebraic quantities. Certain
types of quantities are commonly identified as scalar, vector and tensors. Among
these the tensors are quite crucial and tedious geometric structures as these are
the only quantities involving three meaningful aspects altogether. That is, a tensor
can suppose to be a tool having direction, magnitude and orientation dependency.
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Different types of tensors, according to their nature are applied to discuss different systems, their states and properties. But from geometric point of view, the
geometry from its origin up to its recent extent is all about the curvature tensors.
Among all curvature tensor, yet known to us, Cartan’s-curvature tensors are
very surprising because of having special classes of differentiation obtained with
the help of Cartan’s postulates, which are most popularly used in Finsler geometry.
Although, the Cartan’s curvature tensor is capable to determine the properties
of geometric configurations in Finsler manifolds, but sometimes it seems to be
necessarily convenient to decompose it in order to study the basic aspects of the
manifolds under consideration. Here are few basic concepts of complex Finsler
manifolds and Cartan’s-curvature tensor, which we seem necessary to study the
proposed research topic.
The basic ideas of Finsler manifolds may be traced back to the famous lecture
of Riemann ”Über die hypotheses, welche der Geometrie zugrunde leigen”. In this
lecture of 1854, Riemann has discussed several new methods by means of which
an n-dimensional manifold can be intimated with a special kind of distance or
metric function. It is supposed that this special metric function should have three
properties in common, namely; the function must be positive definite, its first order
differential must be homogeneous and convex in latter. The distance function ds
between two points whose coordinates are given by z i & z i + dz i , in a complex
Finsler manifold is defined by some function F (z i , dz i ), i.e.,
ds = F (z i , dz i ) ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
If D be the domain (i.e., an open connected set) of an n-dimensional manifold
Vn , which is completely covered by a coordinate system, such that any point of D is
represented by a set of n independent variables z i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n), then the set of
points of D , whose co-ordinates are expressible as the function of single parameter
t is regarded as a curve of Vn . Thus, the equation
(1)

z i = z i (t),

represents a curve C in Vn . If the equations (1) are of class C 1 , we shall regard the
expression whose components are given by
(2)

ż i =

dz i
dt

as the tangent vector to C.
Next, suppose that we are given a function F (z i , ż i ) of the line element (z i , ż i )
of the curve defined by C in D, then we have the following conditions:
Condition (a): The function F (z i , ż i ) is positively homogeneous of degree
one in the ż i , i.e.,
(3)

(4)

F (z i , k ż i ) = kF (z i , ż i ) with k > 0.
Condition (b): The function F (z i , ż i ) is positive if, not all ż i vanish simultaneously, i.e.,
X
F (z i , ż i ) > 0 with
(z i )2 6= 0.
i
i

i

Condition (c): The function F (z , ż ) is convex in z i . It follows from a well
known theorem on complex function that f (z i ) on n variables u1 , u2 , · · · , un
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of a domain D in the manifold is said to be convex, if it contains the whole
segment of a straight line which connects any two of its points. The function
f (ui ) is said to be convex in D, if it is defined in D and if the inequality
!
i
ui(1) + ui(2)
1h
≤
f (ui(1) ) + f (ui(2) )
f
2
2
is satisfied for all pairs of the points ui(1) and ui(2) of D.

Eventually, if in the complex manifold Cn we introduce the fundamental function
F (z i , ż i ) which is positively homogeneous of degree one with respect to the variables
z i and ż i , then the function F (z i , ż i ) ≥ 0 is such that
F (z i , ż i ) = |k|F (z i , ż i ).
The arc length of the arc z i = z i (t) for t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 is defined by;
Z t2
(6)
s=
F (z i , ż i ).
t1

Such manifold is called complex Finsler manifold [17] and is symbolized by FnC .
Moreover, the function F (z i , ż i ) is assumed to be invariant under coordinate transformations.
def
def 2 2 (z i ,ż i )
Now, putting F (z i , ż i ) = F 2 (z i , ż i ) and gij (z i , ż i ) = ∂ F
, we observe that
∂ ż i ∂ ż j
gij is a symmetric covariant tensor and that
(7)

F 2 (z i , ż i ) = gij (z, ż)ż i ż j .

We shall assume that the fundamental tensor gij of the complex Finsler manifold
has a rank n and we use gij and its associate g ij to lower an raise the indices.
1.1. Fundamental Postulates of E. Cartan[8]. The theory of E-Cartan which
treats the Finsler manifolds from an entirely different point of view has played the
most prominent role in the development of Finsler Geometry. In this subsection, we
shall take a brief look on Cartan’s monograph in which he discussed his postulates,
which he defined by means of special classes of covariant derivatives.
(C)
In order to be able to endow the Finsler manifold Fn with a so-called ”Euclidean connection”, Cartan considered the manifold X2n−1 of the line elements
(z i , ż i ) which is (2n − 1) dimensional, since only the ration of the ż i are necessary
to define a direction in the tangent manifold Tn (z i ). The coordinates are referring
to the centre of the line element (z i , ż i ). All quantities such as tensors are to be
defined by means of the functions of line elements.
(C)
In the manifold Fn , a metric is defined by means of a function F (z i , ż i ) satisfying the three conditions of Finsler manifold, but the manifold X2n−1 is said to
be endowed with Euclidean connection if the following construction is imposed on
X2n−1 .
I: A metric with symmetric components gij (z i , ż i ) is given such that the
square of the distance between the centres z i and z i + dz i of the neighboring elements (z i , ż i ) and (z i + dz i , ż i ) + dż i is given by the expression
(8)

gij (z, ż)dz i dz j .
Because, the dz i form the components of a contravariant vector, it follows
that the square of the length of an arbitrary contravariant vector will be
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defined by
gij (z, ż)X i X j .

(9)

II: An analytic expression would came into existence, which would represent
the variation of the vector X i when its element of support (z i , ż i ) experiences an infinitesimal small change and becomes (z i + dz i , ż i + dż i ). This
variation of X i will be represented by means of a covariant (or absolute)
differential:
(10)

i
DX i = dX i + Ckh
(z, ż)X k dż h + Γikh (z, ż)X k dz h ,
i
where the coefficients Ckh
and Γikh are the functions of the element of
support. Naturally, the first postulate can be applied to these by proceeding
like below:
If a vector X i is transposed from (z i , ż i ) to (z i + dz i , ż i + dż i ) by parallel
displacement, i.e., if the actual change dX i in X i is in accordance with the
equation;

(11)

i
DX i = 0 or dX i = −Ckh
X h dż i − Γikh X k dz h ,

then the length of X i as given equation (8) remains invariant.
III: The third postulate of E-Cartan contains the following four logics:
A: If the direction of a vector X i coincides with that of its elements of
support (z i , ż i ). its length is to be equal to F (z i , X i ).
B: Let X i andY i represent two vectors with a common element of support (z k , ż k ). When the latter undergoes an infinitesimal rotation
about its own centre z k and becomes (z k , ż k + dż k ), while the components X i and Y i remain invariant, then their corresponding covariant
differentials (10) will be DX i and DY i and the following symmetric
condition will hold good:
(12)

gij (z, ż)X i DY j = gij (z, ż)XDi Y j .
C: If the direction of a vector with fixed components X i coincides with
that of its element of support, then its covariant differential given by
equation (10) corresponding to an infinitesimal rotation of its element
of support about its own centre vanishes identically.
D: When the displacement of a vector is such that the element of support
is transported parallel to itself from z k to z k + dz k , the coefficients like
Γikh which appear in the covariant differential (10) will be symmetric
in their lower indices h and k. In view of these conditions, we now
conclude that following analytic aspect, which may be very useful to
study the Cartan’s curvature tensor and their covariant differentiation.

In view of equation (9), condition (A) obviously yields
(13)

F 2 (z i , ż i ) = gij ż i ż j .

Under the above conditions, [8] also gave a new form of equation (9) as below:
(14)

k
j
DX i = dX i + Γ∗i
kj X dz ,

where he put the expression
(15)

i
i
h r
Γ∗i
kj = Γkj − Ckh Γrj ż .
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In view of the above expression, we now outline some properties of the covariant
differentiation as discussed by [8]:
1.2. Properties of covariant differentiation. In view of the formula given by
equation (10), we have the extended form of derivation of a tensor of any rank as
below:
(16)

···ir
···ir
+
= dTji11ji22···j
DTji11ji22···j
s
s

r
X

i i ···i

Tj11j22···jµ−1
s

iµ+1 ···ir

×

µ=1
i

i

µ
µ
dz h ) −
dż h + Γkh
(Ckh

s
X

···ir
(Cjkµ h dż h + Γkjµ h dz h ).
Tji11ji22···j
µ−1 jµ+1 ···js

θ=1

In fact, there is no ambiguity that the tensor T of type (r, s) is a function of the
element of support (z, ż). That is why the term dT involves the variation of the
latter. Evidently it is quite clear that if we take this fact into account, we may
easily observe that this differentiation technique obeys the usual laws of covariant
differentiation viz. differential of the sum is equal to the sum of the differential and
the product of ordinary differentiation.
[8] also considered the covariant differential of a contravariant vector X i =
X i (z, ż) with respect to the unit vector ż h in the direction of element of support
as follows:


∂X i
i
i
k
i
(17)
DX = F h + Akh X Dlh + X|h
dz h ,
∂ ż
i

i

k

∂G
i
k
where he used X|h
= ∂X
− ∂X
+ Γ∗i
kh X .
∂z h
∂ ż k ∂ ż k
Now, in order to aim our purpose of study, we briefly discuss Cartan’s curvature
tensor as given by [8]. We take into account a commutation formula arising from the
covariant derivatives as given in equation (17). Evidently, there exist two different
i
processes of partial derivation, namely the process X|h
which is defined in equation
(17) and the process;


∂X i
i
k
i
(18)
X |h ≡ F h + Akh X
∂ ż

and hence in view of these differentiation processes, the equation (17) can be written
as
(19)

i
DX i = X i |h Dlh + X|h
dz h .

Further, we consider the commutation formula given in equation (18) corresponding
to repeated application on indices as


∂X i
∂X i
(20) X i |hk − X i |kh = F Fżk h − Fżh k +
∂ ż
∂ ż
  i


∂Arh
∂Airk
r
i
m
i
m
+X F
−
+ Akm Arh − Amh Ark .
∂ ż k
∂ ż h
 i

∂Arh
∂Airk
Using the result F
−
= Fżk Airh − Fżh Airk in equation (20) and re
∂ ż k
∂ ż h
minding equation (18), we have

i
(21)
X i |hk − X i |kh = Fżk X i |h − Fżh X i |k + Sjkh
Xj,
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where we have written [5]:
(22)

i
Sjkh
= Airk Arjh − Airh Arjk .

This tensor is called the Cartan’s first curvature tensor and we shall consider this
one for our decomposition studies. Here are few identities, which the Cartan’s first
curvature tensor satisfies:
(23)

i
i
Sjkh
= −Sjhk
,

i.e., Cartan’s first curvature tensor is anti-symmetric in its last index pair.
r
If we lower the index of this curvature tensor by writing Sijkh = grj Sikh
, we
have
(24)

Sijkh = −Sjikh .

2. Techniques for the Decomposition of Cartan’s I-Curvature
Tensor field
General 2nd order tensors in the three dimensional manifolds contain nine independent components, but sometimes it is desirable to reduce the dimensionality of
such tensor fields in a meaningful way as this process may let us know the physical
state represented by a tensor. Various techniques for tensor decompositions are
available to reduce the dimensionality or to transform the tensor in such a way
that describes important aspects about those for which they are standing for. In
order to decompose the Cartan’s I-curvature tensor in complex Finsler manifolds,
we shall make use of the following four techniques:
1: Technique of symmetric-antisymmetric Decomposition [22, 18, 3, 19, 1, 16,
11, 10]
2: Technique of eigenvector-eigenvalues Decomposition [22, 18, 13, 14, 23, 21,
15, 12]
3: Technique of isotropic-deviator Decomposition [22, 18, 24, 4]
4: Technique of singular value decomposition (SVD)[22, 18, 19, 20, 2, 1, 16, 6]
To use the aforementioned decomposition techniques, for the sake of feasibility, we
first factorize the Cartan’s I-curvature tensor in terms of the outer/open product
of two second order tensors, each having 32 -components in a three dimensional
complex Finsler manifold as follows [3]:
(25)

i
Sjkh
= Gij fk .

Here, for the exhibition of physical significance due to such factorization, we would
consider the first mixed tensor lying at the right side of equation (25) as an Einstein
tensor and the second one covariant tensor as to describe the degree of curvature of
a surface given by the function F (z i , ż i ). Also, a powerful reason behind this kind of
assumption arises from one of the feature of Finsler manifold that the fundamental
(C)
function intimated with Fn is homogeneous in its first order differential.
It is remarkable that for the right hand side mixed tensor of rank 2, the property
of symmetry and skew-symmetry is not an intrinsic one, as it is evident from the
well known transformation law of mixed tensor’s symmetry/anti-symmetry that
the property of symmetry/anti-symmetry of a mixed tensor between a pair of dissimilar indices (one covariant and other contravariant) is not invariant under the
transformation.
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i
2.1. Technique 1: Decomposition of Sjkh
using technique first. Let us decompose the two tensors of equation (25) one by one as follows:

Theorem 2.1. Under the technique (1), the tensor Gij of Eq.(25) (which is preassumed to be an Einstein one) produces the following decomposition form:
(26)

kGij k =

1
1
[kGpq k + kGqp k]p,q=α,β,γ + [kGpq k − kGqp k]p,q=α,β,γ
2
2

Proof. One can straightforwardly demonstrate this theorem by keeping in mind
that ”any tensor can be expressed as a sum of its symmetric and antisymmetric
parts” [22, 18, 3, 19, 1, 16, 10, 11]. Thus under this assumption, the Einstein tensor
Gij can be expressed as follows:
1
1
[ (Gij + Gji )] + [ (Gij − Gji )] ,
2
|
|2
{z
}
{z
}

(27)

Symmetric part

Antisymmetric part

where Gij (z, ż) := Rji − R2 δji is an Einstein tensor in terms of Ricci tensor and
curvature scalar.
Also, the purely covariant form of this Einstein tensor can be found as
(28)

Gik = gin Gnk = gin (Rkn −

R n
R
δ ) = Rik − gik .
2 k
2

Now, Eq. (27) in matrix form can be written as

(29)

 α
G
1  α
kGij k =
Gβα
2
Gγα

  α
Gα
Gα Gα
Gα
γ
γ
β
β
β
β 
+  Gα Gβ Gβγ
Gγ
Gγα Gγβ Gγγ
Gγγ
 α
 
Gα
Gα
G
γ
β
1  α
+
Gβα Gββ Gβγ  − 
2
Gγα Gγβ Gγγ

Gα
β
Gββ
Gγβ



 +

Gα
α
Gβα
Gγα

Gα
β
Gββ
Gγβ


Gα

γ
Gβγ  ,

Gγγ

i
α
α
where Gα
α , Gβ , Gγ . . . ect. are the components of Gj in 3-dimensional complex
Finsler manifold.
For the sake of convenience, we write the Eq. (29) as in the following notations:

kGij k =

1
1
[kGpq k + kGqp k]p,q=α,β,γ + [kGpq k − kGqp k]p,q=α,β,γ
2
2


Theorem 2.2. Covariant differentiation of Eq.(2.2) yields an analytic expression
which represents a relation between variation in Einstein tensor Gij and functions
i
of element of support Ckh
(z, ż) & Γijh (z, ż).
Proof. Making use of the concept of covariant differentiation given by Eq. (16), we
now differentiate Eq.(2.2) with respect to z l as below:
1
1
DkGij k = D[ (Symmetric part)] + D[ (Antisymmetric part)] of Eq. (29).
2
2
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Differentiation of Eq. (2.2) yields a lengthy but straightforward relation as below:
1
p
[{dkGpq k + kCrs
k(z, ż)kGrq kdż s + Γprs (z, ż)kGrq kdz s −
2
r
q
− kCqs
k(z, ż)kGpr kdż s − Γrqs (z, ż)kGpr kdz s } + {dkGqp k + kCrs
k(z, ż)kGrp kdż s +
1
r
+ Γqrs (z, ż)kGrp kdz s − kCps
k(z, ż)kGqr kdż s − Γrps (z, ż)kGqr kdz s }] + [{dkGpq k+
2
p
r
+ kCrs
k(z, ż)kGrq kdż s + Γprs (z, ż)kGrq kdz s − kCqs
k(z, ż)kGpr kdż s − Γrqs (z, ż)×

(30)

DkGij k =

q
r
kGpr kdz s } − {dkGqp k + kCrs
k(z, ż)kGrp kdż s + Γqrs (z, ż)kGrp kdz s − kCps
k(z, ż)×

kGqr kdż s − Γrps (z, ż)kGqr kdz s }].
Most probably, the Eq. (30) predict an analytic expression which connects the
variation of Einstein tensor with various components of tensorial and non-tensorial
p
quantities such as Crs
(z, ż) and Γprs (z, ż) etc., which are themselves the functions
of element of support (z i , ż i ).
This analytic expression may be of great geometrical as well as physical significance
in the study of various properties of Einstein’s manifolds when treated with Finsler
Geometry.

In order to study some possible/probable connections between Einstein and
Finsler manifolds, we consider a special case where the covariant differentiation
given by Eq. (30) vanishes.
Theorem 2.3. The vanishing of the analytic expression (30) i.e., DkGij k = 0
implies the existence of an Einstein’s field equation of the form:
1
kRji k(z, ż) = γ[kTji k + δji kT k](z, ż) = c (Stationary value),
2
where Tji is the well known energy-momentum tensor and T is its trace.
Proof. Let us use the usual Einstein’s tensor Gij = Rji − R2 δji , where Rji being the
Ricci tensor as well as R being the curvature scalar of complex Finsler manifold. If
we assume the vanishing of an analytic expression (30), we have
R i
δ k = 0.
2 j
Now to derive the Einstein’s field equations, we introduce a field tensor which is of
the same rank and type with symmetric properties as the Ricci tensor Rji . Hence,
in our case, we introduce an energy-momentum tensor Tji which is such that
(31)

(32)

DkGij k = DkRji −

DkTji k(z, ż) = 0.

The equality of Eq. (31) and Eq. (32) implies
(33)

DkGij k = DkRji −

R i
δ k ∝ DkTji k,
2 j

or
R i
δ k = γkTji k = 0,
2 j
where γ is a constant of proportionality and in the study of theory of relativity, will
be called cosmological constant. Thus, if we integrate Eq. (34) over the complex

(34)

DkGij k = DkRji −
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(C)

Finsler manifold Fn with respect to some coordinate z l , we would have a well
known Einstein’s field equation in th complex Finsler manifold as below:
Z
Z
R
(35)
[DkGij k(z, ż)]dz l =
[DkRji − δji k(z, ż)]dz l =
(C)
(C)
2
Fn
Fn
Z
=
[γDkTji k(z, ż)]dz l = some constant of integration.
(C)

Fn

The above expression is due to the well known Euler’s condition
stationary, where ż i =
(36)

i

dz
dt

kGij k(z, ż) = kRji −

R t1
t0

F (z i , ż i )dt =

. The expression (35) on simplification yields
R i
δ k(z, ż) = γkTji k(z, ż) =
2 j
= c (stationary value).

Evidently, Eq. (36) stands for the Einstein’s field equation in local component form.
Moreover, if we contract Eq. (36) with respect to indices i and j, we have
R
k(z, ż) = γkTii k(z, ż) = c (stationary value).
2
Thus with the help of expression mentioned just above, our field equation (36)
implies
kGii k(z, ż) = kR −

1
kRji k(z, ż) = γ[kTji k + δji kT k](z, ż) = c (stationary value),
2
which is again the field equation used for analytical purposes.

(37)



Definition 2.4. There is a special case when the complex Finsler manifold is empty.
Then in such case, the energy-momentum tensor must vanish, i.e., Tji = 0. Hence
from Eq. (37) kRji k(z, ż) = 0. This condition gives rise to a special Finsler manifold
which is Ricci flat and thereby called ”Ricci flat complex Finsler manifold”.
In order to discuss the Eq. (25) completely, we now proceed to decompose the
tensor fkh using technique (1). Further, from the standpoint of physical significance,
we assume that this second rank covariant tensor describes the degree of curvature
of the Finsler surface given by the fundamental function F (z i , ż i ).
Theorem 2.5. Under the technique (1), the splitting of tensor fkh of Eq.(25)
(which is preassumed to be a degree of curvature of Finsler surface) produces the
following decomposition form:
(38)

kfkh k =

1
1
[kfpq k + kfqp k]p,q=α,β,γ + [kfpq k − kfqp k]p,q=α,β,γ
2
2

Proof. We can straightforwardly proof this theorem by keeping in mind that ”any
tensor can be expressed as a sum of its symmetric and antisymmetric parts” [22, 18,
3, 19, 1, 16, 10, 11]. Thus under this assumption, the tensor fkh can be expressed
as follows:
1
1
(39)
[ (fkh + fhk )] + [ (fkh − fhk )] ,
2
|
{z
}
|2
{z
}
Symmetric part

Antisymmetric part
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which in matrix form can be written as

 
f
fαβ fαγ
fαα fαβ
1  αα


f
f
f
fβα fββ
(40) kfkh k =
+
βα
ββ
βγ
2
fγα fγβ fγγ
fγα fγβ

 
fαα fαβ fαγ

1 
fβα fββ fβγ  − 
+
2
fγα fγβ fγγ


fαγ 
fβγ  +

fγγ
fαα
fβα
fγα

fαβ
fββ
fγβ


fαγ 
fβγ  ,

fγγ

where fαα , fαβ . . . etc. are the components fkh in 3-dimensional complex Finsler
manifold.
Now, for the feasibility, we can write the Eq. (40) as in the following notations:
kfkh k =

1
1
[kfpq k + kfqp k]p,q=α,β,γ + [kfpq k − kfqp k]p,q=α,β,γ
2
2


Theorem 2.6. Covariant differentiation of Eq.(2.14) yields an analytic expression
which represents a relation between variation in degree of curvature fkh of a Finsler
i
surface F (z i , ż i ) and functions of element of support Ckh
(z, ż) & Γijh (z, ż).
Proof. We again make use of the concept of covariant differentiation given by (16)
for the Eq. (38) as follows:
Differentiating Eq. (38) covariantly with respect to z l we obtain
1
r
[{dkfpq k − kfrq k(kCps
k(z, ż)dż s + Γprs (z, ż)dz s )−
2
r
r
− kfpr k(kCqs
k(z, ż)dż s + Γrqs (z, ż)dz s )} + {dkfqp k − kfrp k(kCqs
k(z, ż)dż s +
1
r
+ Γrqs (z, ż)dz s ) − kfqr k(kCps
k(z, ż)dż s + Γrps (z, ż)dz s )}] + [{dkfpq k − kfrq ×
2
r
k(kCps
k(z, ż)dż s + Γprs (z, ż)dz s )−

(41) Dkfkh k =

r
r
− kfpr k(kCqs
k(z, ż)dż s + Γrqs (z, ż)dz s )} − {dkfqp k − kfrp k(kCqs
k(z, ż)dż s +
r
+ Γrqs (z, ż)dz s ) − kfqr k(kCps
k(z, ż)dż s + Γrps (z, ż)dz s )}]


Theorem 2.7. With the following trivial assumption
A1: Introducing a fundamental tensor gij in Eq. (38) which is of same rank
and type as fkh , such that Dgij = 0.
A2: To illustrate connection between the metric ds2 = F (z, ż) and the Cartan’s curvature tensor of the Finsler continuum, we assume zk = F (z, ż)
to be a two dimensional smooth curved surface in 3-dimensional complex
Finsler manifold. Where the assumption of smoothness is in the sense that
at each point, surface possesses a tangent plane.
we can explore that the second rank covariant tensor fkh describes theory of various
curvatures, viz. principal curvatures of a Monge’s surface and many more.
Proof. In view of the assumptions A1 and A2, the equation of the surface in complex
Finsler manifold in Monge’s form can be written as zk = F (z, ż), where zk being
some complex coordinate. The function F (z, ż) is supposed to be differentiable
as many times as desirable. Since the fundamental function F (z, ż) is a positive
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homogeneous function of degree one in ż i , thereby using the well known Euler’s
theorem on homogeneous function, we have
(42)

Fżi (z, ż) = F (z, ż),

(43)

Fżi żj (z, ż)ż i = 0,

where the notations Fżi and Fżi żj are used to denote the derivatives of F (z, ż) with
respect to ż i and ż i ż j respectively.
Clearly, [F (z, ż)](z,ż=0) & [Fżi (z, ż)](z,ż=0) = 0. Also, [Fżi żj (z, ż)](z,ż=0) = 0.
Thus by definition of fundamental function F (z, ż), we have
(44)

F (z i , ż i ) = [gij (z k )dz i dz j ]1/2 ,

where gij (z k ) are the coefficients independent of z i . This metric defined by Eq.
(44) is the metric in Riemannian manifold. Moreover, since
1 2
∂ 2 F 2 (z, ż)
F (z, ż) and gij (z, ż) =
,
2
∂ ż i ∂ ż j
then from Eq. (7), the surface equation can be written as
F (z, ż) :=

1 2
1
F (z, ż) = gij (z, ż)dż i dż j = zk .
2
2
Now, by our assumption A1, we introduce fij in place of gij in Eq. (45), which
yields

(45)

(46)

F (z, ż) =

F (z, ż) =
2

1
fij (z, ż)dż i dż j = zk ,
2

2

ż)
where this fij (z, ż) is equal to ∂ ∂Fżi ∂(z,
and hence able to determine the degree of
ż j
surface at any point P of the manifold.
Further, as the normal section of the Monge’s surface zk = F (z, ż) of given
complex Finsler manifold must have greatest and the least curvatures which will
be called the principal curvatures. Thus to determine the principal curvatures say
κa and κb , we should determine the eigenvalues (latent roots) of kfij k(z, ż). The
latent root equation of the matrix kfij k(z, ż) is written as

(47)

|fij − λδij | = 0,

where λ is called indeterminate.
Eq. (47) on expansion in usual way yields the following:
(48)

λ3 + λ2 (fαα fββ fγγ ) + λ(fαγ fγα + fαβ fβγ + fγβ fβγ − fββ fγγ −

− fαα fγγ − fαα fββ ) + (fαα fββ fγγ − fαα fβγ fγβ − fαβ fβγ fγγ + fαβ fγα fβγ +
+ fαγ fβγ fγβ − fαγ fγα fββ ) = 0.
But, as we have given the logic that for our Monge’s surface, there may be only
two principal curvatures κa and κb . Then if we vanish one of the index say γ, Eq.
(48) will be reduced to the following form:
(49)

λ2 − λ(fαα + fββ ) + (fαα fββ − fαβ fβα ) = 0.

This expression produces the following facts:
(50)

κa + κb = (fαα + fββ ) and κa κb = (fαα fββ − fαβ fβα ) = |fij |.
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If the coordinates dż i and dż j involved in the Eq. (46) are measured in the direction
of the principal axis, we would have


κa 0
kfij k =
,
0 κb
and thus
1
1
κa (dz̈ i )2 + κb (dż j )2 + · · ·
2
2
Also, in a general direction, the Gaussian curvature would be weighted mean of the
minimal and maximal values of κa and κb . Hence
(51)

zk = F (z, ż) =

[K]P = κa κb = |fij |(z, ż),

(52)
while the mean curvature

1
(κa + κb ).
2
Thus, we have shown that how a second rank covariant tensor describes the theory
of various curvatures.


(53)

µ=

We, now, proceed to discuss a special case which would provide a methodology
to let us know that whether the underlying complex Finsler manifold is an Einstein
one or not.
Theorem 2.8. The constancy of Gaussian curvature tensor yields the necessary
and sufficient condition for a complex Finsler manifold to be an Einstein one.
Proof. As it is known to us that a manifold with constant Riemannian curvature
tensor is an Einstein one. In the similar way, we now check for the constancy of
Gaussian curvature Eq. (52) for Finsler manifold. If the Gaussian curvature of the
surface zk = F (z, ż) becomes constant at any point P of the Finsler manifold, we
shall say that the Finsler manifold is an Einstein one. For this purpose, we use
scalar representation of Gaussian curvature given by Eq. (52) as follows:
The Gaussian curvature of the Finsler manifold defined at any point with respect
to a two directions (z, ż) is given by
(54)

R(z, ż, Z) =

[Kijkh (z, ż)ż i ż h Z j Z k ]
.
[gih (z, ż)gjk (z, ż) − gij (z, ż)gkh (z, ż)]ż i ż h Z j Z k

But Eq. (52) also stands for the Gaussian curvature deduced from the Cartan’s
first curvature tensor, thereby from Eq. (52) and Eq. (54), we have
(55a)
(55b)

[Kijhk (z, ż)]
[gih (z, ż)gjk (z, ż) − gij (z, ż)gkh (z, ż)]
[K]p [gih (z, ż)gjk (z, ż) − gij (z, ż)gkh (z, ż)] = kijhk (z, ż) ≡ |fij |(z, ż).

[K]P = [R(z, ż, Z)]P = |fij |(z, ż) =

Transvecting Eq. (55) with g hk and summing over i and k from 1 to N , we obtain
[K]p [δik gjk (z, ż) − N gij (z, ż)] = g hk (z, ż)Kijhk (z, ż) ≡ |fij |(z, ż),
or
(56)

[K]P gij (z, ż)[1 − N ] = Kij (z, ż) ≡ |fij |(z, ż).

Again transvecting with g ij and summing over i and j from 1 to N , we get
[K]P gij (z, ż)g ij (z, ż)[1 − N ] = Kij (z, ż)g ij (z, ż) ≡ |fij |(z, ż),
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which implies
N (1 − N )[K]P = K(z, ż) ≡ |fij |(z, ż).
Substituting [K]P =

K(z,ż)
N (1−N )

(57)

|fij |(z, ż) ≡ Kij (z, ż) =

≡ |fij |(z, ż) in Eq. (56), we obtain
K(z, ż)
gij (z, ż),
N

which is the necessary and sufficient condition for a complex Finsler manifold to be
an Einstein one.

2.2. Technique 2: Decomposition of Cartan’s I-curvature Tensor Field
by means of Eigenvalue-Eigenvector Method. As from the standpoint of
various mathematical and engineering applications, eigenvalue problems are among
the most crucial problems in connection with matrices and tensors. Also, the
study of such latentroot problems in quantum mechanics is highly insisted due to
having spectrum (a set of eigenvalues) and the spectral radii (the largest of the
absolute values of latentroots) of any tensor field. Further it is known that a set of
special vectors and scalar values, customarily called eigenvectors and eigenvalues are
associated with second rank tensors. Various analysis and visualization techniques
use such sets of latentroots and latentvectors and are particularly crucial in the
visualization of topological structures of and tensor field.
The eigenvectors of a tensor have the property that when the inner product of
the original tensor and an eigenvector is taken, the consequence will be a vector
which is a scalar multiple of the original eigenvector. That is if T is any tensor and
X is its eigenvector then T X = λX, where λ are the solutions of this equation and
are the eigenvalues of T .
Here we again consider the open product given by Eq. (25) and use the technique
(2)[22, 18, 13, 14, 23, 21, 15, 12] separately for each of the tensor residing to the
right hand side in Eq. (25).
In case of 3-dimensional complex Finsler manifold, we have the Einstein’s tensor
Gij (z, ż) in matrix form as follows:
Gα
α
kGij k(z, ż) =  Gβα
Gγα


(58)

Gα
β
Gββ
Gγβ


Gα
γ
Gβγ 
Gγγ i,j=α,β,γ

Here, because of the manifold under consideration being complex Finsler, it is
evident that each of the nine components of the above matrix will be the functions
of so called element of support (z, ż) and hence will be the complex entries.
Now, by definition of latentroot-latentvector approach, we consider an eigenvector
Xi having the components Xα , Xβ , Xγ such that the characteristic equation for the
given Einstein’s tensor becomes
(59a)

Gij Xi = λXj or,

(59b)

(Gij − λδji )

If we omit the null vector Xi = 0, the Eq. (59) implies
(60)

|Gij − λδji | = 0,
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which for a 3-dimensional complex Finsler-Einstein’s tensor expands to
 α

Gα − λ
Gα
Gα
γ
β
β
 = 0,
(61)
D(λ) =  Gβα
Gβ − λ
Gβγ
γ
γ
γ
Gα
Gβ
Gγ − λ
where D(λ) stands for the characteristic determinant.
Now, using Crammer’s rule and simplifying the Eq. (61), we obtain
D(λ) = λ3 − I 1 λ2 + I 2 λ − I 3 = 0,

(62)

where I 1 , I 2 and I 3 are the invariants defined by relations
β
γ
I 1 = Gii = (Gα
α + Gβ + Gγ )

(63a)
(63b)

1
I 2 = (Gii Gjj − Gij Gji ) =
2
3

(63c)

I =

Gα
α
Gβα

eijk Gii Gjj Gkk

Gα
β
Gββ
=

Gα
α
Gβα
Gγα

Gα
α
Gγα

+

Gα
β
Gββ
Gγβ

Gα
γ
Gγγ

+

Gββ
Gγβ

Gβγ
Gγγ

!
,

Gα
γ
Gβγ
Gγγ

In view of the above decomposition formulae, we now proceed to discuss an important theorem as below:
Theorem 2.9. The characteristic equation (62) of Einstein’s tensor Gij will have
i: mixed type (i.e. purely real as well as complex) latentroots if the Einstein’s
tensor is self-conjugate
ii: purely real latentroots if the Einstein’s tensor is pure
iii: purely complex latentroots if the Einstein’s tensor is hybrid
Proof. If we employ the basic feature of self-conjugacy of Einstein’s tensor Gij (z, ż),
i.e. the this tensor is self-conjugate if [9]:

 µ
Gν Gµ̄ν
,
(64)
Gij (z, ż) =
Gµν̄ Gµ̄ν̄
which implies
(65)

Ḡij (z, ż) = Gīj̄ (z, ż).

Then each components of the matrix given by Eq. (58) will satisfy the relation
(65).
Applying the above methodology to our characteristic equation (62), we have
(66) D(λ) = λ3 − Gii (z, ż)λ2 +

λ i
[G (z, ż)Gjj (z, ż) − Gij (z, ż)Gji (z, ż)]
2 i
− eijk Gii (z, ż)Gjj (z, ż)Gkk (z, ż) = 0,

where we have substituted the values of invariants I 1 , I 2 and I 3 from Eq. (63a), Eq.
(63b) and Eq. (63c) respectively.
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Applying Eq. (64) to Eq. (66), we obtain
(67)

3

2



Gµµ
Gµµ̄

D(λ) = λ − λ
 ν
 µ
Gµ
Gν Gµ̄ν
−
Gνµ̄
Gµν̄ Gµ̄ν̄

Gµ̄µ
Gµ̄µ̄
Gν̄µ
Gν̄µ̄



λ
+ [
2



Gµµ
Gµµ̄

Gµ̄µ
Gµ̄µ̄


 µ
Gµ
] − eijk (z, ż)[
Gµµ̄

Gνν Gν̄ν
Gνν̄ Gν̄ν̄
 ν
Gµ̄µ
Gν
Gνν̄
Gµ̄µ̄



Gξξ
Gξξ̄



Gν̄ν
×
Gν̄ν̄
!
Gξ̄ξ
] = 0.
Gξ̄ξ̄

Simplifying Eq. (67) by keeping Eq. (65) in mind, we have
λ
[(Gµµ Ḡµµ − Gµ̄µ Gµµ̄ )
2
× (Gνν Ḡνν − Gν̄ν Gµν̄ ) − (Gµν Ḡµν − Gµ̄ν Gµν̄ )(Gνµ Ḡνµ − Gν̄µ Gνµ̄ )] − eijk (z, ż)×

(68) D(λ) = λ3 − λ2 (Gµµ Ḡµµ − Gµ̄µ Gµµ̄ ) +

[(Gµµ Ḡµµ − Gµ̄µ Gµµ̄ )(Gνν Ḡνν − Gν̄ν Gνν̄ )(Gξξ Ḡξξ − Gξ̄ξ Gξξ̄ )] = 0.
From Eq. (68), one can immediately conclude that the eigenvalues and hence the
corresponding eigenvectors of the Einstein’s tensor Gij (z, ż) will be of mixed type,
i.e. some of them will be purely real and some will be complex.
We, now, consider the case (ii) when Einstein’s tensor is pure, i.e. the tensor
Gij (z, ż) possesses the components of the form:

 µ
0
Gν
i
(69)
Gj (z, ż) =
0 Gµ̄ν̄
Then under this condition, the characteristic Eq. (66) for Einstein’s tensor yields
3

2



Gµµ
0

(70) D(λ) = λ − λ
 µ
 ν
Gµ
Gν
0
−
0
0 Gµ̄ν̄

0
Gµ̄µ̄
0
Gν̄µ̄



λ
+ [
2



Gµµ
0

0
Gµ̄µ̄


 µ
Gµ
] − eijk (z, ż)[
0

Gνν 0
0 Gν̄ν̄
 ν
0
Gν
0
Gµ̄µ̄



Gξξ
0



0
×
Gν̄ν̄
!
0
] = 0.
Gξ̄ξ̄

Again in view of the self-conjugacy condition (65), the Eq. (70) implies
λ
[(Gµµ Ḡµµ )(Gνν Ḡνν ) − (Gµν Ḡµν )×
2
(Gνµ Ḡνµ )] − eijk (z, ż)[(Gµµ Ḡµµ )(Gνν Ḡνν )(Gξξ Ḡξξ )] = 0,

(71) D(λ) = λ3 − λ2 (Gµµ Ḡµµ ) +

which evidently shows that under purity condition of Gij (z, ż), it’s latentroots and
hence the corresponding latentvectors will be purely real.
Taking account of the case (iii), when components of Einstein’s tensor become
hybrid, i.e. when


0 Gµ̄ν
i
(72)
Gj (z, ż) =
.
Gµν̄
0
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Under the hybrid nature Eq. (72), the characteristic determinant Eq. (66) will take
the form:





λ
0 Gµ̄µ
0 Gµ̄µ
0 Gν̄ν
3
2
(73) D(λ) = λ − λ
+ [
Gνν̄ 0
Gµµ̄ 0
Gµµ̄ 0
2







0 Gν̄µ
0 Gµ̄µ
0 Gν̄ν
0 Gµ̄ν
×
−
] − eijk (z, ż)[
0
Gνν̄ 0
Gµν̄
Gνµ̄ 0
Gµµ̄ 0
!
0 Gξ̄ξ
] = 0.
Gξξ̄ 0
In view of self-conjugacy, the Eq. (73) yields
λ
[(Gµ̄µ Gµµ̄ )(Gν̄ν Gµν̄ ) − (Gµ̄ν Gµν̄ )×
2
(Gν̄µ Gνµ̄ )] − eijk (z, ż)[(Gµ̄µ Gµµ̄ )(Gν̄ν Gνν̄ )(Gξ̄ξ Gξξ̄ )] = 0.

(74) D(λ) = λ3 − λ2 (Gµ̄µ Gµµ̄ ) +

From Eq. (74), its obvious that the latentroots as well as the corresponding latentvectors of Einstein’s tensor will be purely complex.

Now, by observing the proof of Theorem (2.9), we can easily estimate the ticklishness of the process of checking pure and hybrid nature of Einstein’s tensor.
The process of checking seems to be quite lengthy, because under this process one
would need to check the pure and hybrid nature for each of the components of matrix given by Eq. (58). Therfore, for such a purpose, we shall utilize the two well
sh
sh
known operators Oir
and ∗Oir
defined by [9] (page 133). The O and ∗O operators
are defined as follows:
1
sh
(75a)
Oir
= (δis δrh − Fis Frh ),
2
1
sh
(75b)
∗Oir = (δis δrh + Fis Frh ).
2
Moreover the operators O and ∗O satisfy the following relations:
(76a)

O + ∗O = A, where A being the identity operator,

(76b)

O.O = O,

(76c)

O. ∗ O = O,

(76d)

∗O.O = O,

(76e)

∗O. ∗ O = ∗O.

To omit the ambiguity regarding pure or hybrid nature of Einstein’s tensor, we now
use the above cited properties of operators O and ∗O.
Definition 2.10. The Einstein,s tensor Gij (z, ż) is declared to be pure or hybrid
according to the following facts:
1: Gij (z, ż) is pure if OGij (z, ż) = Gij (z, ż) or ∗OGij (z, ż) = 0,
2: Gij (z, ż) is hybrid if OGij (z, ż) = 0 or ∗OGij (z, ż) = Gij (z, ż)
.
In view of the Definition (2.10), we now claim the following:
Proposition 2.11. Einstein’s tensor Gij (z, ż) is hybrid in nature.
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Proof. The proof of the proposition follows directly from the Definition (2.10) and
the relations (75a) and (75b).
Applying Eq. (75a) and Eq. (75b) to Gij (z, ż) one by one, we have
si r
(77) Ojr
Gs (z, ż) =

1 s i
1
(δ δ − Fjs Fri )Grs (z, ż) = (δjs δri Grs −
2 j r
2
− Fjs Fri Grs )(z, ż) =

1 i
(G − Gij )(z, ż) = 0
2 j

and
1
1 s i
(δ δ + Fjs Fri )Grs (z, ż) = (δjs δri Grs +
2 j r
2
1
+ Fjs Fri Grs )(z, ż) = (Gij + Gij )(z, ż) = Gij (z, ż).
2
Now, comparing Eq. (77) and Eq. (78) with Definition (2.10), we conclude that
Einstein’s tensor is hybrid.
Moreover, we can predict the hybrid nature of Einstein’s tensor by considering
the work of [9], who has been verified that the fundamental metric tensor gij and
the Ricci tensor Rij both are hybrid in i and j. As the Einstein’s tensor is the
composition of Ricci tensor and metric tensor, so evidently it is hybrid and hence
will have purely complex latentroots as well as latentvectors.


(78)

si r
∗ Ojr
Gs (z, ż) =

Eventually, it remains to discuss eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition for the
second tensor fkh (z, ż) (which is preassumed to be the degree of curvature) of Cartan’s I-curvature tensor given by Eq. (25). Applying similar cases and conditions
which have been applied for the Einstein’s tensor in the preceeding sections, we
can easily decompose fkh (z, ż) and we can lucidly observe that the decomposition
of this tensor has almost similar results as calculated for Einstein’s tensor.
The eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition of fkh (z, ż) yields some great geometrical significances. Some of the significances are discussed as follows:
2.3. Geometric configuration of fkh (z, ż) and its latentroots-latentvectors.
Likewise the planar geometry of vectors, the second rank covariant, contravariant or
mixed tensors have the natural geometries in the form of quadric surfaces. Generally
the surface which is represented by general equation of second degree in x, y and z
is called quadric surface or conicoid and is defined as
(79) ax + by + cz + 2f yz + 2gzx + 2hxy + 2ux + 2vy + 2wz+
+ d = 0,
which can be reduced to any standard form like ellipsoid, hyperboloid of one sheet
and two sheets and elliptic paraboloid etc.
In the similar way, we can write the quadratic surface of fkh (z, ż) as


fαα fαβ fαγ
(80) [rk .fkh .rh ] = 1, with kfkh (z, ż)k =  fβα fββ fβγ 
.
fγα fγβ fγγ k,h=α,β,γ
Expansion of the determinant of fkh (z, ż) yields
(81) fαα zα2 + fββ zβ2 + fγγ zγ2 + (fαβ + fβα )zα zβ + (fαγ + fγα )zα zγ +
+ (fβγ + fγβ )zβ zγ = 1,
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which are a subset of quadric surface and can be reduced to ellipsoid, real or
imaginary elliptic cylinders, hyperboloid etc. If we consider only the symmetry of
fkh (z, ż), then ∃ a 1 − 1 correspondence between fkh (z, ż) and the quadric surface.
Even for a general tensor, there is a symmetric plus a family of non-symmetric
tensors which produce the same surface. This fact is due to the components fαβ +
fβα , fαγ + fγα and fβγ + fγβ involved in Eq. (81).
If in any coordinate system fkh (z, ż) becomes diagonalized, the Eq. (81) of
quadric surface reduces to the form:
(82)

λ1 zα2 + λ2 zβ2 + λ3 zγ2 = 1,

which is again a quadric surface having its geometric axes aligned with that specific
coordinate system and of course the eigenvectors.
If all the latentroots are distinct, then clearly latentvectors will be orthogonal. If
the latentroots are positive as well as distinct, the tensor fkh (z, ż) is geometrically
an ellipsoid with a circular cross section with two of its axes equal in length.
If all the eigenvalues are equal, the tensor fkh (z, ż) is geometrically a sphere.
Also, there is a relation among the invariants I 1 , I 2 and I 3 of fkh (z, ż) and its
eigenvalues say λ1 , λ2 and λ3 given by
(83a)
(83b)
(83c)

I 1 = fkk (z, ż) = (fαα + fββ + fγγ )(z, ż) = λ1 + λ2 + λ3 ,
1
I 2 = (fkk fhh − fkh fhk ) = λ1 λ2 + λ2 λ3 + λ3 λ1 ,
2
I 3 = ekhl (fkk fhh fll ) = λ1 λ2 λ3 .

These are called principal invariants of fkh (z, ż) and geometrically concerned with
the quadric surface given by Eq. (80).
3. Results and discussions
Here is the brief discussion over some vital results obtained from our article
written in favor of decomposition techniques.
• Whatever be the rank of tensor, it can be firstly factorize into arbitrary
number of tensors by means of open product so that each individual tensor
could be decomposed with simplest decomposition techniques without seeking the higher order SVD techniques. Though the process may go on quite
lengthy, but with this, checking actual geometric configurations of original tensor could seem rather convenient. As in our case the factorization
of Cartan’s first curvature tensor evolves two very surprising components
namely Einstein’s tensor and degree of curvature and both of them are
widely used in the analysis of geometry of gravitation and differential geometry of curved surfaces.
• By adopting the process of covariant differentiation given by equation (16),
for the symmetric and anti-symmetric part of Einstein’s tensor, we have
developed an expression, which most probably predicts some complicated
relations among the components of Einstein’s tensor and various tensorial
and non-tensorial quantities as given by equation (30). Of course, this
relation is vitally important as it describes direct or indirect correlation
between components of complex Einstein’s tensor and Christoffel’s second
kind bracket symbol, Ricci tensor, scalar curvature, Riemann metric tensor
p
as well as a third order tensor Crs
(z, ż) etc.
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• By introducing an energy-momentum tensor and after then Euler’s well
known stationary integrability condition, we have derived Einstein’s field
equation. Thus by first decomposition technique, we have shown that Cartan’s curvature tensor is able producing Einstein’s field equation and hence
applicable to induce features of complex Finsler manifolds in Einstein’s
manifold.
• There is given a special case which evokes that if the energy momentum
tensor and hence the components of Ricci’s tensor vanishes the complex
Finsler manifold reduces to a special manifold which should be called Ricci
flat complex Finsler manifold.
• We exposed the second factorized part of Cartan’s first curvature tensor
in such a way that it describes the degree of curvature of smooth complex
Finsler surface. The surface is assumed to be Monge’s surface which will
have greatest and least curvatures called principal curvatures. By decomposing second factorized part, we have calculated such principal curvatures
for our Monge’s surface.
• After calculating the latentroots of second factorized component of Cartan’s
first curvature tensor, we have calculated the Gaussian and mean curvatures
of the Monge’s surface. Thus we have shown that it is possible to derive the
Gaussian, mean and principal curvatures from the given Cartan’s curvature
tensor.
• We have illustrated that if the Gaussian curvature tensor at any point of
the Monge’s surface becomes constant, then the complex Finsler manifold
will turn into complex Einstein’s manifold.
• In order to check the nature of latentroots/latentvector of Cartan’s first
curvature tensor using technique 2 we have introduced the case of self conjugacy, case of purity and hybridness of Einstein’s tensor. Thus by merely
checking the nature of latent roots/latent vectors, one can easily discuss
the metric signatures and hence the complete characteristics of complex
Finsler manifolds.
• For the feasibility and to avoid the heavy calculations, we have introduced
the Yano’s O and ∗O operators and shown that what would be the effects
of pure and hybrid nature of any tensor over its latentroots/latentvectors.
• We have given the geometric significance of our second factorized component of Cartans I-curvature tensor using technique 2. Here we have
introduces an equation for quadric surface involving second factorized component and after checking its latent roots/latent vectors have discussed the
geometric configurations generated by this quadric surface.
Remark 3.1. The rest two techniques for decomposition will be studied in the next
manuscript.
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